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creating a physical heart of town
A new design for the intersection of Hermitage Boulevard and State Street incorporates formal green
space, structured plantings, new sidewalks, coordinated signage and a new building deﬁning the north
east corner to create a formal town center. These two thoroughfares currently carry the majority of
the trafﬁc in Hermitage, especially the through trafﬁc. The new design requires changes only in the
public right of way, meaning that it could be implemented as soon as the city has the money to do
so. This would be a catalyst for widespread change, proving that the community is serious about
transformation.

rendering of proposed intersection design

existing conditions at intersection

view looking northeast towards mall

view from top of fnb tower
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central intersection elements
passageway

hermitage boulevard

Opening in ﬁrst ﬂoor
of the building between
the parking lot and
paved area on corner

new building

A new building at the
northeast corner of
the intersection would
provide deﬁnition to the
space. A patio in front
of the building would
provide an opportunity
to bring a pedestrian
presence and activity to
the space

crosswalks

Wide, well marked
crosswalks that connect
to sidewalks improve
pedestrian safety

west state street
east state street

possible
monument

Study use of central
monument as a trafﬁc
calming device.

coordinated
signage

Matching signage at
each corner identifying
Hermitage and the
stores/businesses
beyond. Plantings
surround the sign

stone wall and
tree line

Curved stone wall and
curved line of trees at
each corner deﬁne the
space

proposed intersection design

relocated utilities
The utility lines that
currently run along
State and Hermitage
should be relocated
to the middle of the
blocks where possible.
They should be placed
underground through
the main intersection
and for a block in each
direction.

relocated
monument

The monument
currently hidden in
the parking lot behind
FNB Tower receives a
prominent home at the
center of town

planted medians

Planted medians narrow
the width of the roads
and provide a safety
island for pedestrians
crossing the street. The
west side of State Street
is left unplanted to
retain clear views to the
proposed main street
style retail district

generous
sidewalks

Wide sidewalks with
no tree lawn create a
formal, urban feel
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giving hermitage boulevard a civic presence
Hermitage Boulevard (State Route 18) is currently home to many of Hermitage's civic functions:
churches, schools, the armory and the City Hall/Police Building. Unfortunately, it is an overly wide
street that looks more like a highway than a central street running through the center of a thriving
community. Creating a planted median, pedestrianizing intersections, adding wide, landscaped buffers
with sidewalks and providing new lighting will transform Hermitage Road into the civic boulevard
that is the institutional spine of the community. Adding continuous sidewalks, bike lanes, lowering
the speed limit, narrowing the street and signalizing the intersections will make the area more attractive and pedestrian friendly.

hermitage boulevard rendering looking south towards the intersection of state street

existing conditions along hermitage road

view looking south towards intersection

view looking north towards intersection
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elements of the hermitage boulevard transformation

build-to lines

Part of recommended
zoning changes which
would require new
development to build
a set distance from
the street edge. In the
center of town this line
would be 30 feet from
the edge of the street.
Further away from the
center, the line would
be 50 feet and then
disappear altogether.

pedestrianized
intersections

Clearly deﬁned
crosswalks and
pedestrian walk signals
would dramatically
increase pedestrian
safety and comfort

landscaped buffer
30' wide at center of
town and 50' wide
further away from
center. Provides
screening for parking
lots and other
unattractive, but
necessary functions
while providing
a pleasurable and
hospitable pedestrian
environment

planted median

Reduces the visual
impact of the wide
street, calms trafﬁc and
creates a formalized
streetscape

redevelop
community center
The middle school
is proposed to be
decommissioned. Its
location at the center
of the town makes it
an ideal location for
a civic function like a
library or community
center.

new retail lining
street

Out parcel development
closer to street
create a more urban
environment.

proposed redevelopment of hermitage boulevard

exist.
retail

E
R
M
I
T
A
G
E

build-to line

H

build-to
line

existing hermitage road cross-section

proposed
retail

proposed hermitage boulevard cross-section
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re-invent south hermitage road, the shenango valley expressway and east state street
Creating a planted median on these streets will reduce the street width and calm trafﬁc while lending
a more formal, urban air to the streets.
36’-0”

14’-0”
86’-0”

36’-0”

36’-0”

14’-0”
86’-0”

36’-0”

existing conditions at parts of hermitage boulevard
phase two sidewalks and
street trees

phase two sidewalks and
street trees

parking bike
lane or lane
shoulder

12’-0”

12’-0”

travel
lane

travel
lane

14’-0”

12’-0”

12’-0”

4’-0”

8’-0”

planted median,
becomes turning
lane when needed

travel
lane

travel
lane

bike
lane

parking
lane or
shoulder

14’-0”

12’-0”

12’-0”

4’-0”

8’-0”

proposed phasing of hermitage boulevard redevelopment
4’-0”

12’-0”

build-to line

8’-0”

12’-0”

4’-0”

4’-0”

apartment
or
business

new
retail

build-to line

8’-0”

2’-0” 7’-0”

4’-0”

2’-0” 7’-0”

phase one median greening

apartment
or
business

new
retail

proposed east state street cross-section

big box
retail

proposed shenango valley expressway cross-section
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turning state street into a "main street"
Transforming the streetscape can make a cluster of buildings into a town, creating an area where
people can come to and walk, spend time (and money). The vision is to turn the two blocks of State
Street west of the intersection with Hermitage Boulevard into a main street style shopping district that
would be a destination for residents of Hermitage and neighboring communities.

rendering of the proposed state street design

view before transformation

current view from intersection looking west
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parking lots

pedestrianized
intersections

Putting parking behind
the buildings allows
building to move up
to the street and create
a pedestrian friendly,
main street atmosphere

retail lining
street

Clearly deﬁned
crosswalks and
pedestrian walk signals
would dramatically
increase pedestrian
safety and comfort

Retail lining the west
side of State Street
should have glass
storefronts showing
the activity inside.
Restaurants and cafes
could have tables on the
sidewalk, adding to the
street activity.

new retail lining
street

Out parcel development
closer to the street
creates a more urban
environment

H

T
A
G
E

new street
connections

Developing new
streets and extending
existing ones will
provide access points
to the parking lots
behind the buildings,
ease trafﬁc congestion
and make the blocks
more permeable for
pedestrians and vehicles

streetscape

east state street

New lightpoles and 15
foot wide sidewalks
lined with a 5' wide
area for street trees
creates a ﬂexible,
comfortable pedestrian
environment

East of the intersection,
State Street will have
a similar character to
Hermitage Boulevard
with a planted median
and landscaped buffers

exist.
retail
existing state street cross-section
build-to
line

Part of recommended
zoning changes which
would require new
development to build
a set distance from the
street edge. This would
eventually create a
strong building edge,
creating a main street
retail environment.

E
R
M
I

build-to line

build-to lines

exist.
retail

proposed intermediate state street cross-section

apartment
or
business

new
retail
proposed ﬁnal state street cross-section

apartment
or
business

new
retail
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typical main street district intersection elements
The intersections within the special zoning districts should be treated in a similar manner. The following diagram shows trafﬁc calming and pedestrian safety techniques that will also combine to create a
unique, main street environment.
bumpouts

raised intersections

decorative poles

zone 1

zone 2

zone 3

Widening the sidewalk at
the intersections through
the parking lane provides
an area for pedestrians to
wait to cross the street,
provides greater visibility
of the pedestrians, shortens
the crosswalk distance and
calms trafﬁc.

Area against the buildings
that can be used for outdoor
cafes, sidewalk sales, etc.

Study the possibility of
raising the intersections to
the level of the sidewalk
in order to slow down
vehicular trafﬁc and make
the intersections more
pedestrian friendly.

Movement zone left open
for pedestrian passage.

Decorative poles should be
used in the center of town
and should house multiple
functions in order to keep
the sidewalks uncluttered.
See section on lighting.

Utility zone containing
utility poles, light poles,
trash bins, parking meters,
benches, street trees and a
potential utility strip. Could
be a different material to
add visual interest.
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